
Reflections
Learning Ignites
Action, Action
Inspires Greatness.

Secret Recipe of a Michelin Star
Team', seasoned the
atmosphere with brilliance,
showcasing their best practices
in a seamless and delectable
fashion!

t Boult Audio's HQ in
Gurgaon, a stimulating
mentorship event, 'TheA
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Uncover a space where learning ignites action, connections bloom in laughter, and every step leads
to our goals. Step in and let the magic of 'Learn Act Inspire' take you on a journey worth sharing! 

Oh, for added fun, spot forum names throughout the newsletter. Don't worry if you don't see 
yours— there's always a next edition to look forward to!

MONSOON EDIT
https://www.eogurgaon.org/

Stirring The Success Stew
With Varun Gupta

MENTORSHIP EVENT

CEO Varun and Chief People's Officer Pankhuri unveiled their hiring and
retention masterstrokes, spicing up the minds of 45+ member Titans and
their better halves. With wisdom served hot and a scrumptious lunch to top it
off, finesse became the irresistible flavor of the day!

July 08, 2023Chair: Raghav Khosla | Co-Chair: Viknesh Jain

https://www.eogurgaon.org/


lawless!

…that was the vibe of Amrit Kaur’s Epic masterclass! F
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Let's Weave Flawless Faces:
Amrit Kaur's Masterclass

SLP ONLY EVENT

In an unparalleled 
 gathering, Amrit
Kaur's masterclass
provided an enchanting
and captivating
experience, uncovering
the secrets of    glowing   
beauty and effective
skincare techniques,
with astute  answers 
 to  all  your curiosities
& questions about
radiant beauty! 

Unleashing the inner
artisans, attendees got
their hands dirty (in a
good way!) with expert
assistance & explored
the opulent, luxurious
Boddess Beauty pop-
up world. Boosting the
excitement, spouses
were in for a treat  
 with a bag full of
goodies to take home!

Behind the scenes
there was a lot of hard
work, fun, coordination,  
and laughter to ensure
everything was in place
to create a seamless
experience. The team's
enthusiasm in creating
a valued & memorable
experience for the
attendees was indeed
well served.

July 19, 2023
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Knock Knock!

CARNIVAL!!!!

Who's there?

Carnival WHO?

rom décor that seemed just right to jugglers who made our jaws drop as
much as their pins, this carnival was a whirlwind of sights and sounds
that made reality take a backseat– and we gladly let it!F

Carnival Charade that swept us off our feet faster than the unicyclist's spin!
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Peak-A-Boo! Carnival Is
Calling For You.

MEC EVENT

With the finesse of a maestro, the
singer effortlessly navigated between
timeless serenades and electrifying
vigor of western rock, much like an
exquisite blend of flavors in the food.
Oh! Here comes drumroll for the feast...
or should we say, forkroll. A flavor-
packed Ensemble that had our taste
buds dancing Salsa left us craving for
one more bite.

Raising a toast, this evening took on
a whole new meaning with whiskey
bar conducting spirit symphonies,
tequila bar adding a zesty twist, and
gin bar sparking excitement like
shooting stars. From entertainment
that stepped into the vibrant pulse
to the bar that served up smiles on
the rocks, this carnival extravaganza
was a joyride through and through.

July 23, 2023
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Rain Tried To RSVP, But We
Said, "Rain-Check? We'll pass!

Rev Up Your Engines

MYEO EVENT

MYEO EVENT

August 4, 2023

August 4, 2023

Undaunted, EO'rs embarked on a wild bar-
hopping adventure starting with Lair followed by
Khikhi, Wolf and finale at the classy Habbit. 

Championed by Ruchika Baid, club Flambe's genius lay not only in its choice of
bars, drinks, and gourmet bites but beyond the clinks of glasses, it dawned upon
us that strong integration fuels Ultim8 growth. The testament was that people
partied till wee hours of the morning.

Raindrops into memories and chaos into camaraderie, the countdown for the
next Flambe adventure begins!

Prashant Sagar as champion, Adventure aficionados and car enthusiasts let loose
their inner F1Power. Members and their better halves embarked on an
electrifying joyride, taking the wheel of brand new Audi Sports & Electric Cars for
a spin like no other!

Down the twisting roads, a halt at Fort Tijara
and F1-like exhilaration, this quirky escapade
left an unforgettable tire track on the
highway of life.

As we wrap,  remember to keep your eyes on
the road for the next unexpected turn!

he team kicked off the year with an
epic pub crawl in Vasant Vihar, with a
flavour  of 3 cuisines and punchy shots.T
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Oasis Odyssey: Dunes And
Delights At Hafla Night

SLP EVENT

afla event literally redefined
'party' as we entered the opulent
& mythical world of Khubani!H

Let's rewind and see. 

Tafreeh-e-Jannat: 

Jashn-e-Mashrab:

Mesmerizing belly dancers, adorned
with iconic hip scarves infused the
stage with vibrant energy, while
spouses joined in the sway of Arabian
melodies, enveloping the atmosphere in
an aura of Musarrat. 

The night was ignited with the daring dance
and magical moves. And who can forget the
cultural tradition of plate smashing?            
 A smashing good time, quite literally!

While the mesmerizing fire act held our attention, spouses teamed up, forming
spirited groups and embarked on completing tasks with remarkable zeal and
enthusiasm.

Just as beautiful as it sounds, that's how the 'khatunaat' embraced the
unforgettable memories over clinking glasses, flowing stories and building
connections.

A stellar finale to the evening was marked by surprise when Vipul Jain, EO's
president partook in a round of quaffs with us. Cheers to an evening where Hafla
whispered 'party' and the desert night whispered back 'Farrah'.

August 10, 2023
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his is what NASA and your
boardroom has in common. And
no, it's not your thinking cap.T

Mission Possible: Ed Rogers'
Voyage Of Learning At NASA

LEARNING EVENT

Hold onto your astronaut helmets,
because we had the privilege of tuning in
to the Legend himself, Professor Edward
Rogers, former Chief Knowledge Officer
of NASA.

Leaving the ordinary behind, Professor
Rogers led us on an interstellar
escapade, weaving moon landing tales
into pearls of corporate wisdom. The
event buzzed with curiosity, orbiting the
captivating journey of motivation and
hurdles in this scientific milestone. 

But that's not all we brought back from this 'out-of-the-world' learnings. 

While experience may
be seasoned, NASA's 'we
need young talent to
keep the mission going.'
stays permanent.

Did someone mention  
 communications? Have
to be clearer than the
Milky Way on a starry
night. Non-Negotiable.

With  essence as vital as
the oxygen sustaining
the International Space
Station— it is an
undeniable parallel.

Experience Communication Trust

August 11, 2023
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hy was the sun shining so intensely on the morning of 19th August…?W

Granola Gathering: Bites Of
Insights At The Breakfast 

MEC EVENT

To infuse our morning interaction with sizzling bright ideas! Ironically, to
break the ice between seasoned members and fresh faces.

This wasn't any run-of-the-
mill breakfast banter. It was
an unmissable rendezvous
which sparked conversations
that spanned from business
brilliance to current
economic situation. 

The room buzzed with a dynamic Synergy that left everyone craving an encore,
already envisioning future gatherings and awaiting their exclusive invitation. 

Keep your inbox on the lookout– there's a sequel to this captivating
conversation coming your way!

Bond Over Breakfast Series 1  |  August 19, 2023

olf's fortnightly games by MyEO are a
hole-in-one across Delhi and Gurgaon! 

The season starts swinging at DLF Golf Club,
with a tee-rific twist coming in September—a
Night Golf Game under the Infinity of stars.
Grab your clubs and join the swingin' spectacle!

G

Fore! MyEO's Golf Alert Is Out
MYEO EVENT

August 13 | August 24, 2023
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Hold Your Cards Close And
Your Bets Closer

itness is a commitment, and who better to champion it than Nimish
Arora. The journey unfolds as they established a novel running club
monthly, nurturing health and vitality in both Gurgaon and Delhi.F

he ante has been raised,
the chips are in    place,
and      Anirudh      Khaitan 

takes the lead as MyEo Poker
deals its opening hand.

T

On Your Marks, Get Set, Run!
MYEO EVENT

MYEO EVENT

They've seen a new running club sprout to
life every month. 

And guess what? The icing on the cake was
the lively SOHFIT 21-day challenge that
started on 28th August and hooked in over 40
enthusiastic participants from every corner. 

Who knew workouts could be this exciting?

As the cards were dealt and strategies unfolded, players were in for an
exhilarating night of skill and chance. Will you believe if we say- this was just
the beginning, brace for more as we promise a poker action with more suspense
every quarter.

August 12 | August 26, 2023

August 25, 2023
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he highly anticipated joint event featuring the eminent Professor Ram
Charan  was a  resounding  success,  leaving  attendees  inspired. With  a 

lavish breakfast welcoming EO Gurgaon and EO Delhi members, the day
unfolded seamlessly.

T

I hope u enjoyed
reading it as much as
it was an enjoyment
creating it. Look out
for our upcoming bi-

monthly editions.

Meenu Jain
(Newsletter Editor)

Thanks to the entire board and
leadership for an exciting first
two months. Looking forward

to more! 
 
 

Thanks to Bomjum, Sheetal and
Siddhi for all the support.
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Professor Ram Charan, a visionary in
his own right, delved into essential
aspects, covering a wide spectrum
from India's global rise to a $5 Trillion
economy by 2030 to deciphering
news impacts and harnessing
competition's driving force.

The day sparkled with networking, discussions, and profound insights, setting
the stage for future joint endeavors. The echo of Professor Charan's words
lingers on, propelling us towards strategic brilliance & growth beyond measure.

The essence of the session was to
build a Mindspace towards setting
measurable goals, prioritizing
revenue and cash flow, and making
decisions rooted in concrete facts
over corporate preferences.

The buzzing hall absorbed wisdom as
linear growth unfolded. Special
presentations by Mr. Sheetal Arora of
Mankind Pharma & Mr. Vipin Gupta of
Toyota Motors capped the event,
sharing transformative journeys.

Activate The Change
LEARNING EVENT

August 25, 2023Chair: Nupur Goenka | Co-Chairs: Aditya Tulsian, Rahul Bahl
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